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ABSTRACT The article presents biometric systems from three different standpoints. Technological 

standpoint, where the focus is laid on biometric system usage by the general public. Explaining basic terms 

and difficulties using various biometric characteristics. It also shortly describes how recognition works in 

several biometric characteristics (fingerprint, face, iris, and signature). After that is the legal standpoint, 

which is focused mainly on European Union law, where the often-mentioned GDPR is discussed, this basic 

legal regulation places a significantly higher standard than the previous legislation on the processing of 

biometric data as a particular category of personal data. Lastly, the article shows a sociological standpoint. 

In that part, different attitudes towards biometric technologies are discussed within the world population and 

different groups of the Czech Republic population. In the latest survey done by the authors in 2020 was found 

that age, and education play a vital role in the knowledge about biometric systems.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Biometrics is a more and more used term nowadays. The 

general public is getting accustomed to using this technology 

as they buy new devices or are forced by higher entities 

(banks, state agencies, insurance companies, etc.). This 

article focuses on a complex overview of biometrics from a 

technological, legal, and sociological standpoint. Paper is 

focused mainly on biometrics usage in the European Union; 

sociological research was done in the Czech Republic. 

Technological part is concentrated in biometrics as an 

identification method. It also describes various biometric 

characteristics, focusing on the most common and accessible 

modalities for the public. The legal part of the article focuses 

mainly on the current regulation and legislation applied to 

the biometric data. Obligations of controllers that process 

this kind of data are described as well. The last part is 

describing biometrics from the sociological point of view. It 

is focused on answering questions like What the population 

knows about the technology they are using? How is 

biometrics perceived by different age groups? What about 

the influence of education or house of residence? 

II. HOW THE BIOMETRIC RECOGNITION WORKS? 

For better understanding, an explanation of the term 

biometrics is needed. In the context of this work, biometrics is 

an automated recognition of people based on their distinct 

biological and behavioral characteristics [1]. This recognition 

is used to determine the person’s identity (or claimed identity). 

Identity could be authenticated by two different methods. The 

first one is verification. In this case, users enter their identity 

(name, email, ID) and then present the biometric 

characteristics [2]. Entered identity is either accepted or 

rejected (based on the given characteristics). The second 

method is identification. When users present characteristics 

and recognition systems have to present possible identity (or 

identities) or reject them as the user is not enrolled in the 

system [2]. 

Recognition is based on either something the user knows 

(e.g., password) or something the user has (e.g., keys), or 

something the user is (e.g., fingerprints) [3]. Biometrics is 

describing the last possibility. Because it is an integral part of 

the user’s body (or behavior), it cannot be lost or forgotten. On 

the other hand, the significant disadvantage of using biometric 

recognition is the comparison score. In other means of 

verification, you either get accepted or rejected (there is not 

something like an almost correct password). On the other 

hand, in biometric recognition getting the exact same captured 

biometric sample is very suspicious. 

As it was said the comparison in biometrics results in a 

comparison score. If the score meets the defined threshold then 



 

the captured sample is accepted. If it is not met, then it is 

rejected. The various definitions of threshold lead to various 

false acceptance rates (FAR, statistical type I error, or false 

positive) and false rejection rates (FRR, statistical type II 

error, or false negative) [3]. Biometric systems try to minimize 

both, but overall a very secure system has very low FAR and 

possibly high FRR, on the contrary a very user-friendly system 

has high FAR but very low FRR. An explanatory image of 

both metrics is shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, different 

threshold settings would result in different FAR/FRR metrics. 

 

Fig. 1: Visualization of FAR/FRR metrics and their 

threshold relation. 

 

The general biometric system consists of five units: sensor, 

extractor, database, comparator, and application [2]. The 

sensor unit is responsible for capturing biometric samples 

from the presented characteristic. The function of the extractor 

is to extract essential parts of the sample and create a set of 

biometric features. This set of features is stored in a database 

as a biometric template. If the biometric system usage goal 

was to register (save) a new user, then the process ends. 

Otherwise, if the goal was to verify (note that identification is 

a systematic process of many verifications) the process 

continues with comparison. The comparator takes the 

presented template and template from the database and 

compares them. The result is the comparison score which is 

exported into an application.  

A. BIOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS 

Huge variety of biometric characteristics could be used for 

recognition of the person. In this article, the focus is laid on 

the several characteristics which are commonly used among 

the general public. Every characteristic has its advantages and 

disadvantages. Generally, the most important properties are 

price, accuracy, and scale. These properties are closely related, 

and the change of one influences the others. 

A closer look at the ideal biometric characteristic results in 

eight basic properties [3] [4]. Universality describes that 

everyone should have this characteristic. Uniqueness defines 

that two persons should not have the same characteristic. 

Permanence is property connected to changes in the 

characteristic over time. Measurability shows how easy it is to 

acquire the characteristic. Performance defines that 

characteristic achieves sufficient accuracy. Acceptability 

describes how users are willing to use specific characteristics. 

Circumvention determines how easy it is to create presentation 

attack instruments (spoofs, fakes). The last property is the 

price of the solution. The general public would not use, even 

the excellent biometric characteristic, if the solution is too 

expensive. There is no biometric characteristic in the praxis 

that would perfectly fulfill all these properties. In the end, 

choosing the right characteristic depends on presumed usage. 

The most known (and used) biometric characteristics will be 

described in the following subsections. 

1) FINGERPRINTS 

Probably the most known and used biometric characteristics. 

The fingerprint itself is an image of ridges (and valleys) 

pattern on the fingertip surface. Usually, for identification the 

minutiae are used which are interconnections or divisions of 

the ridges (see Fig. 2) [4]. Each finger of the same person has 

different fingerprints, and also fingerprints of the twins are 

different [3]. Based on the orientation of the ridges, there is a 

possibility to classify fingerprints into three (but usually into 

five or six) classes [2]. From the properties, standpoint 

fingerprint excels in uniqueness, permanence, performance, 

circumvention, and price. 

 

Fig. 2: Acquired and processed fingerprint image. 

 

2) FACE 

This biometric characteristic is the most natural for humans. 

Almost every one of us can pretty accurately recognize our 

relatives and close friends even in difficult situations. 

Automated recognition can be based on the mutual position 

and location of several key points in our face (e.g., eyes, 

mouth, nose, etc.) [2], see Fig. 3. Nowadays, the most typical 

recognizers use deep neural networks whose decision (and 

recognition) process is not exactly clear (generally it just uses 

the whole image of the face) [2]. As it is known, twins have 

very similar faces. Universality, measurability, acceptability, 

and price are typically high properties for face recognition. 



 

 

Fig. 3: Example of face images with detected key points. 

 

3) IRIS 

Iris recognition concludes three standardly used biometric 

characteristics in biometric passports (fingerprint, face, iris). 

The visual texture of the iris (which is a colored ring between 

sclera and pupil) is used (see Fig. 4) [2]. For the recognition 

the shape of the formations in the iris are more important than 

the color itself [2]. Each iris is different, meaning that also 

twins have different irises. Iris recognition excels in 

universality, uniqueness, permanence, performance and 

circumvention. 

 

Fig. 4: Detailed image of iris. 

 

4) SIGNATURE 

Signature is the most common characteristic used by humans 

in everyday life. Shape of the written signature (static feature) 

is used for the recognition. Nowadays, some systems can also 

use the information about how the signature was created 

(dynamic features). That is, speed, pressure, and other values 

describing the movement of the pen [3]. Signature is one of 

the only (if not only) characteristics where it is possible to 

capture both dynamic and static features simultaneously (see 

Fig. 5). Unfortunately, signature recognition systems are 

generally used without these dynamic features, and the 

accuracy of static features is very low. In these cases, the only 

properties in which a signature is sound is measurability and 

acceptability, in all the others are ranked very low. 

 

Fig. 5: Example of signature with static and dynamic 

features (taken from [5]). 

 

5) OTHER CHARACTERISTICS AND COMBINATION 

There are many other characteristics that were not mentioned, 

for example: DNA (the “ultimate” biometric characteristic), 

hand geometry, thermograms (usually of a face), finger or 

palm vein formation, retina, voice, gait, and others [2] [3]. 

These are typically used in specific cases or just not so often. 

It is possible to combine characteristics together and create a 

multimodal biometric system. In this case, that expects more 

than one biometric characteristic as input and decides based 

on the evaluation of all comparison scores. That further 

enhances the system's accuracy, making it more robust and 

circumvention harder. 

III. BIOMETRIC DATA REGULATION IN THE EUROPEAN 
UNION 

The processing of the biometric data in Europe is regulated by 

the Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and 

of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural 

persons about the processing of personal data and the free 

movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC 

(General Data Protection Regulation) (“GDPR”). GDPR lays 

down rules relating to the protection of natural persons also 

regarding the processing of personal data and fundamental 

rights and freedoms of natural persons and in particular their 

right to the protection of personal data and the right to privacy. 

GDPR is built on a risk-based approach. The greater the risk 

to individuals' rights and freedoms the processing of personal 

data or the nature of the data presents, the more obligations 

GDPR imposes on the persons processing the personal data, 

i.e., controllers. 

A. LEGAL-NORMATIVE APPROACH 

According to Art. 4 (1) GDPR, personal data means any 

information relating to an identified or identifiable natural 

person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person can be 

identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to 

one or more factors specific, among other characteristics, to 

the physical, physiological, genetic or mental identity of that 

natural person. 

Pursuant to art. 4 (14) GDPR biometric data means personal 

data resulting from specific technical processing relating to the 

physical, physiological, or behavioral characteristics of a 

natural person, which allow or confirm the unique 



 

identification of that natural person, such as facial images or 

dactyloscopic data. The biometric data processed for a purpose 

of unique identification of an individual (data subject) are 

personal data that belong to a so-called special categories of 

data. Although art. 9 (1) GDPR refers to the identification, this 

regulation covers both identification as well as authentication 

[6]. The authentication is explicitly mentioned in recital 51 

GDPR. The processing of the special categories of data is 

pursuant to this article prohibited unless GDPR explicitly 

allows to process those data. The data controller (the natural 

or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which, 

alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and 

means of the processing of personal data) can process the 

biometric data e.g. if the data subject has given explicit 

consent. The controller that processes biometric data on the 

basis of the explicit consent must always be able to 

demonstrate that such consent has been given and, moreover, 

that it has been given freely. Article 29 Data Protection 

Working Party, predecessor of the European Data Protection 

Board considers the explicit consent as an express statement 

of consent [7]. The consent must be an active, a pre-marked 

consent in the electronic form does not represent a valid 

consent [8]. 

B. LAWFUL BASIS FOR PROCESSING 

The controller has many obligations when processing personal 

data, not only biometric data. The controller has to stick to the 

principles of data processing. Personal data must be processed 

lawfully, fairly and transparently and collected for specified, 

explicit, and legitimate purposes (principles of anonymity, 

proportionality, and purpose binding). The controller has to 

process the necessary data for the purpose and accurate and 

updated. The purpose determines a time limit for processing. 

The controller must take appropriate security measures to 

ensure the integrity and confidentiality of the data. 

The lawfulness of processing means that the controller can 

process the data when there are one or more legal grounds for 

processing enumerated in art. 6 GDPR. Besides the explicit 

consent, the processing must be necessary 

• for the performance of a contract to which the data 

subject is a party or to take steps at the request of the 

data subject before entering into a contract; 

• for compliance with a legal obligation to which the 

controller is subject;  

• to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of 

another natural person; 

• for the performance of a task carried out in the public 

interest or the exercise of official authority vested in the 

controller; or  

• for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by 

the controller or by a third party, except where such 

interests are overridden by the interests or fundamental 

rights and freedoms of the data subject that require 

personal data protection. 

C. PROCESSING OF SPECIAL CATEGORIES OF 
PERSONAL DATA 

The controller that processes special categories of data has 

some other obligations. Since the processing of biometric data 

constitutes a risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons, 

the controller, as well as the processor must implement 

according to art. 32 GDPR appropriate technical and 

organizational measures to ensure a level of security 

appropriate to the risk. The implemented measures depend on 

the consideration of the controller (or the processor). The 

controller is accountable for the mitigation or elimination of 

risk. 

The leakage or another integrity or security breach of 

biometric data will probably result in the obligation of the 

controller to notify the data breach to a supervisory authority 

under art. 33 GDPR. This notification must occur since the 

violation of biometric data usually presents a risk to the rights 

and freedoms of natural persons. When the personal data 

breach is likely to result even in a high risk to the rights and 

freedoms of natural persons, the controller must communicate 

the personal data breach to the data subject. 

High risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons 

means that the controller has to carry out a so-called data 

protection impact assessment (DPIA), elements of, which are 

described in art. 35 GDPR. The DPIA serves as a tool for the 

controller to eliminate the risks for data subjects connected 

with the processing. The DPIA is required, i.e. in the case of 

processing on a large scale of special categories of data. 

Suppose the core activities of the controller or the processor 

consist of processing on a large scale of special types of data. 

In that case, the controller or the processor has to designate a 

data protection officer who monitors compliance with the data 

protection law and recommends proper steps in data 

processing (art. 36 GDPR). 

GDPR is not the only law that regulates the use of biometric 

data. The biometric data is used in travel documents, ID cards, 

or driving licenses. Since the state issues these documents, the 

application and holding thereof are regulated by special 

legislation. The biometric data are processed during the 

application of a biometric passport following Act no. 

329/1999 Coll., on the travel document. The identity of the 

holder is verified based on biometric data. The same function 

has biometric data in a residence permit card issued to third-

country nationals according to Act no. 326/1999 Coll., on the 

Residence of Aliens in the Territory of the Czech Republic. 

D. TOWARDS A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE 
ENCOMPASSING SOCIAL IMPACT 

The data protection principles of anonymity, proportionality 

and purpose binding should be upheld when it comes to the 

handling of biometric data by GDPR. The key in which the 

traditional core identity is stored will shift from standard 

alpha-numerical to biometric in the near future. The use of 

biometrics creates additional risks to privacy and data 

protection that must be mitigated through legal and technical 



 

controls [9]. To maintain adequate standards of security, all 

reasonable technical privacy options for the use of biometric 

data should be used.  Therefore, it is necessary to insist on the 

thorough application of all related legal and technological 

guarantees against the misuse of this sensitive data and on the 

simultaneous existence of a clear legal title; all this with regard 

to the legal framework of data subject (human) rights where 

the protection of the fundamental right to human dignity, i.e. 

the right to the fulfilment of which practically almost all other 

human rights directly or indirectly lead, necessarily plays a 

leading role. 

IV. PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE OF THE BIOMETRICS 

Biometric systems are still rather new in everyday usage, but 

their utilization is growing. Covid epidemic emphasized 

remote and contactless ways of verification and payments, 

which escalated the use of biometric systems. Society's 

attitude and knowledge of these systems are rapidly changing. 

Despite that, the current understanding of the topic will be 

described. 

Present knowledge about biometrics and worries about its 

usage is culturally conditioned. A comparison of attitudes of 

Finland, Germany, and Spain populations showed greater 

understanding of German population which was associated 

with a more positive attitude towards biometrics [10]. 

Reference [11] found high intercultural differences in attitudes 

to biometrics, with respondents from India perceiving 

biometrics the most favorably, while respondents from the 

United Kingdom showed the least positive attitude towards 

biometrics. Intercultural differences were also found when 

comparing the attitudes of users from India, Great Britain, and 

South Africa. Specifically, they found out that Indian 

respondents evaluated biometric technology as the most 

acceptable authorization method even better than token-based 

authorization. South Africans considered biometrics the most 

acceptable form of authentication, although they preferred 

biometrics less than Indian respondents. The British evaluated 

the acceptability of biometrics differently. For them, 

passwords were the most acceptable form of authentication 

than the token-based and biometrics authentication.  

A. PUBLIC WORRIES TOWARDS THE BIOMETRICS 
USAGE 

Generally, there are two types of worries of (potential) users. 

Firstly, there are worries about collection of biometric data and 

the risk of their abuse, and secondly, worries arising directly 

from biometric data usage, violation of privacy, and reliability 

of the technology [12]. The research of [11] identified more 

obstacles of biometric technology acceptance. The most 

significant were worries of personal data theft, health 

concerns, and generally the safety of the devices.  

Several types of research focused on the specific usage of 

biometrics. That was the verification before ATM withdrawal 

and user acceptance of these methods. Reference [13] 

conclusively identifies that biometric technologies disturb 

individual autonomy, and its significant expansion for 

identification by state administration bodies could create a 

class of marginalized people and, as such is in conflict with 

the current values of human society. Recently, biometric 

technologies are growing primarily because of the private 

sector, not the state administration. Reference [12] conclude 

that based on the American bank clients' study, the greatest 

risk of biometric authentication acceptance is the risk of 

personal data theft or abuse. Awareness of the risk of 

biometric data theft is the main obstacle for clients' greater 

acceptance of the biometric verification methods. Reference 

[14] pointed out that fingerprint authentication leaves a latent 

fingerprint on the ATM, which could be misused. The 

important fact is that fingerprint theft is irrevocable. 

Considerable risk is the existence of extensive fingerprint 

databases which could be attacked. Another problem lies in 

the possible usage of the same fingerprint for credit card 

payment authorization and smartphone verification. User 

preferences show that people accept biometric authentication 

in banking, but in retail, there are more vigilant [15]. 

B. SOCIOLOGICAL DATA FROM THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

Besides business-driven surveys focusing on user preferences 

and behavior towards biometric systems, there was also an 

omnibus survey realized in September 2018 within regular 

continuous investigation called “Our society” in the Czech 

Republic. The Public Opinion Research Centre conducted this 

survey in the Institute of Sociology of the Czech Academy of 

Sciences, and it contained several questions focused on the so-

called biometrics and its quickly expanding usage in various 

fields, especially in information technologies. The survey was 

carried out on a representative sample of 1037 respondents 

older than 15 years [16]. Except for the survey performed by 

the authors of this article, these are the most recent quantitative 

data about biometric system used in the Czech Republic. 

Because of that, the results of the aforementioned survey will 

be described more thoroughly.  

According to this research, approximately half of the 

population has some knowledge about biometric data. 

Thorough analysis shows that more understanding about 

biometric data has men than women (52 % men vs. 42 % 

women). Knowledge about the topic does not grow linearly 

with age; the most knowledgeable are people from the age 

group from 30 to 44 years (54 % “knows well” or “roughly 

knows”). On the other hand, the lowest knowledge is in the 

youngest age group, 15 to 19 years (33 %), and the oldest one 

60 years and older (40 %). Declared knowledge is the most 

conditioned by education, wherein the group with a tertiary 

education, 29 % “knows well” and other 45 % “roughly 

knows” what are biometric data. 

Meanwhile, in the group with primary education 

approximately half of them had never heard of biometric data. 

Significantly better known is the term for big city residents. 

The opinion that essential technology used by biometric 

systems must be maximally user-friendly and services should 



 

be adapted to the needs and preferences even at the cost of 

personal data usage is held by 21 % of respondents. On the 

other hand, 63 % of people prefer privacy protection at the 

expense of lower comfort and limitation of personal-focused 

services. More thorough analysis shows that younger people 

prefer user comfort and services focused on their individual 

needs, and with increasing age, the support for this claim is 

lower. Preference for privacy protection is significantly lower 

in the youngest group from 15 to 19 years (39 %), overall, 

52 % in the age group 29 years and younger. Education level 

does not change the attitude of the people [16]. 

1) NEWLY ACQUIRED DATA FROM 2020 

The 2020 authors did preliminary research using six focus 

groups and a representative survey of the Czech Republic 

population [17]. The goal was to choose respondents so they 

represent the age, socio-economic and spatial diversity of the 

Czech Republic population. There is presumed different 

knowledge in the usage of biometric systems. Analysis of 

group interviews showed a big difference in knowledge and 

use of biometrics systems which are age-related. The 

differences are related to socio-economic status and place of 

residence. 

Children from the capital city in the elementary school age 

had, in comparison with other groups, not only significantly 

higher knowledge of the technology in general as well as 

specifically biometrics but also personal experience with 

identity theft, data hacking, hacking into accounts (mainly 

games accounts) and some experience in fingerprint spoof 

production for unlocking the smartphones. They also had 

advanced knowledge in data security. It is also a group that 

uses fingerprint biometrics for locking the smartphone very 

often. On the contrary, seniors often have their mobile phones 

completely unsecured based on the thought that there is no 

sensitive data that should be protected. 

In general, almost all of the participants agreed that 

fingerprint biometrics used for locking smartphones is a 

comfortable security method without questioning its security. 

The most significant factor in using biometric technologies is 

age. The breaking point is the 50th year. Nevertheless, persons 

with higher education maintain knowledge for about seven 

years longer. Women have slightly lower knowledge about 

biometrics and surprisingly there is no difference based on the 

place of residence. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This article is looking at the biometric in a complex manner. 

It discusses the basics of biometrics from three different and 

very important standpoints. The first one is the one most often 

mentioned - the technological part. In this part, the basics of 

how the biometric systems work are described with some 

information about the most used biometric characteristics 

(fingerprint, face, iris, and signature). The second standpoint 

is the legal one, which is closely describing the term GDPR. 

Looking into obligations for those working with biometric 

data. Which places a significantly higher standard than the 

previous legislation on processing biometric data as a special 

category of personal data. The last standpoint is sociological, 

the one often neglected. How exactly the non-expert users 

(general public) are looking at the biometric systems. The 

attitude towards biometric systems is different around the 

world and also within different sociological groups. This part 

is focused on the Czech Republic, where basically only two 

surveys were done on this matter. The author’s results showed 

a vast difference between knowledge about biometric systems 

before and after the 50th year of age and that education is 

having a compensating role (conserving knowledge for about 

seven years longer). 
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